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Electromagnetic force on a metallic particle in the presence of a dielectric surface

P. C. Chaumet and M. Nieto-Vesperinas
Instituto de Ciencia de Materiales de Madrid, Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Cientı´ficas,

Campus de Cantoblanco, Madrid 28049, Spain
~Received 5 April 2000!

By using a method, previously established, to calculate electromagnetic fields, we compute the force of light
upon a metallic particle. This procedure is based on both Maxwell’s stress tensor and the couple dipole method.
With these tools, we study the force when the particle is over a flat dielectric surface. The multiple interaction
of light between the particle and the surface is fully taken into account. The wave illuminating the particle is
either evanescent or propagating depending an whether or not total internal reflection takes place. We analyze
the behavior of this force on either a small or a large particle in terms of the wavelength. A remarkable result
obtained for evanescent field illumination is that the force on a small silver particle can be either attractive or
repulsive depending on the wavelength. This behavior also varies as the particle becomes larger.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the first demonstration of particle manipulation
the action of optical forces,1,2 optical tweezers3 and other
configurations of light beams have been established to h
suspended particles like molecules,4 or more recently, di-
electric spheres.5–7 Also, the possibilities of creating micro
structures by optical binding and resonance effects have b
discussed8–12 as well as the control of particles by evane
cent waves.13,14Only a few works exist on the interpretation
prediction, and control of the optical force acting on a sm
particle on a plane surface. To our knowledge, the only t
oretical works dealing with this subject are those of Re
15–17. In Ref. 15 no multiple interaction of the light b
tween the particle and the dielectric surface is considered
the other hand, Ref. 16 deals with a two-dimensional~2D!
situation. Only recently in Ref. 17 the full 3D case wi
multiple scattering was addressed for dielectric particles.

This paper, extends the study of Ref. 17 to metallic p
ticles and, as such, this is the first theoretical study of li
action on a metallic particle. We shall therefore presen
rigorous procedure to evaluate the electromagnetic forc
three dimensions. Further, we shall analyze how this fo
depends on the wavelength, distance between the par
and the surface, angle of incidence~whether the excitation is
a plane propagating or an evanescent wave!, and on the ex-
citation of plasmons on the sphere. We shall make use of
couple dipole method previously employed, whose valid
was analyzed in detail in Ref. 17.

In Sec. II we introduce a brief outline on the method us
to compute the optical force on a particle. We also write
expression from the dipole approximation for a meta
sphere in the presence of a surface. Then, in Sec. III A
present the results and discussion obtained in the limit o
small sphere, and in Sec. III B we analyze the case of la
spheres compared to the wavelength.

II. COMPUTATION OF THE OPTICAL FORCES

The coupled dipole method~CDM! was introduced by
Purcell and Pennypacker in 1973.18 In this paper we use this
PRB 620163-1829/2000/62~16!/11185~7!/$15.00
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procedure together with Maxwell’s stress tensor19 in order to
compute the optical forces on a metallic object in the pr
ence of a surface. Since we developed this method in a
vious paper,17 we shall now outline only its main features.
should be remarked that all calculations next will be writt
in cgs units for an object in vacuum.

The system under study is a sphere, represented by a
bic array of N polarizable subunits, above a dielectric fl
surface. The field at each subunit can be written:

E~r i ,v!5E0~r i ,v!1(
j 51

N

@S~r i ,r j ,v!

1T~r i ,r j ,v!#a j~v!E~r j ,v! ~1!

whereE0(r i ,v) is the field at the positionr i in the absence
of the scattering object, andT and S are the field suscepti
bilities associated to the free space20 and the surface,21,22

respectively.a i(v) is the polarizability of thei th subunit.
Like in Ref. 17 we use the polarizability of the Clausiu
Mossotti relation with the radiative reaction term given
Draine:23

a5
a0

12~2/3!ik0
3a0

, ~2!

where a0 holds the usual Clausius-Mossotti relationa0
5a3(«21)/(«12).17,24 In a recent paper,25 we have shown
the importance to compute the optical forces taking into
count the radiative reaction term in the equation for the
larizability of a sphere. For a metallic sphere, the polariza
ity is written as a5a0@11(2/3)ik0

3a0* #/D with D51
1(4/3)k0

3 Im(a0)1(4/9)k0
6ua0u2, where the asterisk stand

for the complex conjugate andI m denotes the imaginary
part.

The force26 at each subunit is25

Fk~r i !5~1/2!ReFa iEil ~r i ,v!S ]

]k
El~r ,v! D

r5r i

* G , ~3!
11 185 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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11 186 PRB 62P. C. CHAUMET AND M. NIETO-VESPERINAS
wherek and l stand for the components along eitherx, y or
z, and Re denotes the real part. The object is a set ofN small
dipoles so that it is possible to compute the force on each
from Eq. ~3!. Hence, to obtain the total force on the partic
it suffices to sum the contributionsF(r i) on each dipole.

Being the object under study a small sphere located
r05(0,0,z0) ~see Fig. 1!, we can employ the dipole approx
mation, and hence use directly Eq.~3! with N51. Within the
static approximation for the field susceptibility associated
the surface~SAFSAS! ~that is to sayk050), we have found
an analytical expression forE(r0 ,v) that yields the force
components:17

Fx5
Re

2 F4az0
3~ ikx!* S 2uE0xu2

8z0
31aD

1
uE0zu2

4z0
31aD

D G , ~4!

Fz5uE0xu2
Re

2 S 8z0
3a~ ikz!*

8z0
31aD

1
12z0

2uau2D

u8z0
31aDu2D

1uE0zu2
Re

2 S 4z0
3a~ ikz!*

4z0
31aD

1
6z0

2uau2D

u4z0
31aDu2D . ~5!

for p-polarization, and

Fx5uE0yu2
Re

2 F8z0
3a~ ikx!*

8z0
31aD

G , ~6!

Fz5uE0yu2
Re

2 S 8z0
3a~ ikz!*

8z0
31aD

1
12z0

2uau2D

u8z0
31aDu2D . ~7!

for s-polarization, withD5(12e)/(11e) being the Fresne
coefficient of the surface. We have assumed a dielectric
face, henceD is real.

FIG. 1. Geometry of the configuration considered. Sphere
radiusa on a dielectric flat surface (e52.25). The incident wave
vectork is in theXZ plane.
ne
,
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From Fig. 1 is easy to see thatkx is always real whateve
the angleu, hence we can write Eqs.~4! and~6! for metallic
particles as

Fx5S uE0xu264z0
6

u8z0
31aDu2

1
uE0zu216z0

6

u4z0
31aDu2D @kx Im~a0!/~2D !

1kxk0
3ua0u2/~3D !# ~8!

for p polarization, and

Fx5
uE0yu264z0

6

u8z0
31aDu2

@kx Im~a0!/~2D !

1kxk0
3ua0u2/~3D !# ~9!

for s polarization. In Eq. ~8! the factor in front of
@kx Im(a0)/(2D)1kxk0

3ua0u2/(3D)# for the two polariza-
tions constitutes the field intensity atz0. The first term within
these square brackets corresponds to the absorbing
whereas the second represents the scattering force on
sphere. We see from Eqs.~8! and~9! that Fx always has the
sign of kx . Notice that it is not possible to write a gener
equation for the force along theZ direction, askz will be
either real or imaginary, according to the angle of inciden

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

All forces calculated in this section are in cgs units w
the modulus of the incident field normalized to unity.

A. Small particles

We first address a small isolated silver particle with rad
a510 nm. In this case we can use the dipole approximat
hence we consider Eqs.~4!–~7! with D50. Figure 2~a! pre-
sents the polarizability modulus (ua0u) of the sphere. The
maximum of the curve corresponds to the plasmon re
nance, i.e., when the dielectric constant is equal to22 in
Drude’s model. Notice that in this model the dielectric co
stant is real, on using experimental values,27 the dielectric
constant is complex and the resonance is not exactly
Re(«)522 but slightly shifted. In Fig. 2~b! we plot the real
part of the polarizability@Re(a0)#, and Fig. 2~c! shows its
imaginary part@ Im(a0)#. Figure 2~d! represents the force in
free space computed from an exact Mie calculation~full line!
and by the dipole approximation from Eqs.~4!–~7! with D
50 ~dashed line! and Eq.~2! for a. In this case, the dipole
approximation slightly departs from Mie’s calculation b
tween 350 nm and 375 nm. We can compute the polariza
ity a from the first Mie coefficienta1 given by Dungey and
Bohren ~DB!.28 Therefore, the electric-dipole polarizabilit
is a53ia1 /(2k0

3).29 The symbol1 in Fig. 2~d! corresponds
to the DB polarizability and it is exactly coincident with th
Mie calculation. When the optical constant of the metal
sphere is close to the plasmon resonance, the calcula
from the Clausius-Mossotti relation with the radiative rea
tion term, departs from the exact calculation, even for
small radius. We shall next use the polarizability of D
Analytical calculations will always be done with Eq.~2! to
get simple expressions, and thus a better understandin
the physics involved. The curve of the force obtained

f
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PRB 62 11 187ELECTROMAGNETIC FORCE ON A METALLIC . . .
Mie’s calculation has exactly the same shape as the im
nary part of the polarizability, this is due to the fact that f
a small metallic sphere the absorbing force is larger than
scattering force.

Next, we consider the small sphere on a dielectric pla
surface as shown by Fig. 1. Illumination takes place from
dielectric side withu50 °, hence in vacuumkz5k0 andkx
50. Figure 3 represents the force in theZ direction from Eq.
~7! versusz for different wavelengths. Far from the surfac
the force tends to the Mie limit. Near the surface the fo
decreases, and, depending on the wavelength, it can bec
negative. For a better understanding of this force we w
Eq. ~7! as

FIG. 2. From top to bottom: the first three curves represent
modulus, the real part, and the imaginary part of the polarizab
of a silver sphere with radiusa510 nm versus the wavelength. Th
fourth curve is the force on this particle in free space. Plain li
Mie calculation, dashed line: polarizability of Clausius-Mosso
relation with the radiative reaction term, symbol1: DB
polarizability.

FIG. 3. Force along theZ direction on a silver sphere witha
510 nm versus distancez in the dipole approximation. The angl
of incidence isu50 °. With the static approximation~no symbol!
and in an exact calculation~1! for k. Dashed linel5360 nm, plain
line l5270 nm, and dotted linel5500 nm. The inset shows de
tails of the zero force.
i-
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Fz5
64z0

6uE0u2

u8z0
31aDu2 F k0

2
Im~a0!1

k0
4

3
ua0u21

3ua0u2D

32z0
4 G ,

~10!

having made the approximationuau'ua0u, andD'1 since
we have a small sphere compared to the wavelength (k0a
!1). The factor in front of the bracket corresponds to t
intensity of the field atz0. The first and the second term
within brackets represent the interaction between the dip
moment associated to the sphere and the incident field:
first term is the absorbing force whereas the second one
responds to the scattering force, hence these forces ar
ways positive. The third term is due to the interaction b
tween the dipole and the field radiated by the dipole a
reflected by the surface. We can consider this term as a
dient force exerted on the sphere due to itself via the surfa
Hence, this force is always negative whatever the rela
permittivity «. Since this term is proportional to 1/z0

4, it be-
comes more dominant as the sphere approaches the su
hence the force decreases. To derive the pointz0 at which the
force vanishes, if such a point exists, let us assume the s
tering force smaller than the absorbing force, then from
~10! the zero force is

z0
45

3ua0u2

16k0 Im~a0!

e21

e12
. ~11!

This equation always has a solution. We findz0 for the three
wavelengths used to be:l5270 nm, z057.9 nm, l
5360 nm, z0512.8 nm, l5500 nm, and z0521.6 nm.
Now, z0 ~the location of the center of the sphere! must be
larger than the radiusa, or else, the sphere would be burie
in the surface. Therefore the first of those values ofz0 is not
possible. Hence, the force is always positive. Thus, the
tance between the sphere and the surface isz52.8 nm and
11.6 nm for l5360 nm and 500 nm, respectively. The
values are very close to those shown in the inset of Fig
Notice that near the plasmon resonance for the spherel
'360 nm) bothua0u and Im(a0) are maxima, hence the
force is very large when the sphere is far from the surfa
and, due to the third term of Eq.~10!, which depends of
ua0u2, the decay of this force is very fast. We have used
SAFSAS at large distance. We plot in Fig. 2 with crosses
force obtained from an exact calculation forS with the di-
pole approximation. As we see, these crosses coincide
those curves obtained with the SAFSAS whatever the
tancez. Yet, we obtain for dielectric spheres the followin
near the surface the SAFSAS is valid, whereas far from
surface the sphere does not feel its presence, and,
whether using the tensor susceptibility associated to the
face in its exact form, or within the static approximation, h
no influence.

We next consider the surface illuminated at angle of in
denceu larger than the critical angle:u550 °.41.8 °5uc .
Now the transmitted electromagnetic wave above the sur
is evanescent. We plot in Fig. 4 from Eqs.~4!–~7! the force
on the sphere for the two polarizations in theZ direction
versus the wavelength, and in theX direction in Fig. 5, when
the sphere is located atz0530 nm. In Fig. 4 we see that th
force in theZ direction is also either positive or negative.
a previous work,17 we have observed that the force on
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11 188 PRB 62P. C. CHAUMET AND M. NIETO-VESPERINAS
small dielectric sphere is always attractive when the sphe
located in an evanescent wave. This is no longer the cas
a metallic sphere. To understand this difference, and as
two polarizations have the same behavior, we take the a
lytical solution forFz with kz5 ig (g.0) for s polarization.
Then Eq.~7! can be written:

Fz5
uE0yu2

u8z0
31aDu2

Re

2
@2g8z0

3a~8z0
31a* D!

112z0
2uau2D# ~12!

On using the approximationD'1 anduau'ua0u we obtain

Fz5
64z0

6uE0yu2

u8z0
31aDu2 S 2

g Re~a0!

2

2
gua0u2D

16z0
3

1
3ua0u2D

32z0
4 D ~13!

FIG. 4. Force along theZ direction on a silver sphere witha
510 nm versus the wavelengthl in the dipole approximation. The
angle of incidence isu550 °. Plain line:p polarization and dashed
line: s polarization.

FIG. 5. Force along theX direction on a silver sphere witha
510 nm versus the wavelenghtl in the dipole approximation. The
angle of incidence isu550 °. Plain line:p polarization and dashed
line: s polarization.
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As shown by Fig. 3, when the sphere is located atz0
530 nm, the influence of the surface becomes negligib
thus we can use Eq.~13! with the hypothesis thatz0 is large.
Hence,Fz'2uE0yu2g Re(a0)/2. This is the gradient force
due to the incident field, and therefore due to the interact
between the dipole associated to the sphere and the ap
field. This force exactly follows the behavior of Re(a0) ~cf.
Fig. 2!. When Re(a0) is negative, the dipole moment of th
sphere oscillates in opposition to the applied field and so
sphere is attracted towards the weaker field. Notice that
same phenomenon is used to build an atomic mirror:
frequencies of oscillation higher than the atomic frequen
of resonance, the induced dipole oscillates in phase opp
tion with respect to the field. The atom then undergoe
force directed towards the region of weaker field.30 For p
polarization, the force can be writtenFz'2(uE0xu2
1uE0zu2)g Re(a0)/2. As the modulus of the field become
more predominant inp polarization, the magnitude of th
force becomes more important. We now search more c
fully the change of sign in the force. Writing«5«81 i«9 for
the relative permittivity, we get

Re~a0!5a3
~«821!~«812!1«92

~«812!21«92
, ~14!

Im~a0!5a3
3«9

~«812!21«92
~15!

If the damping is weak, then the change of sign ofFz hap-
pens both for«8'1 and at the plasmon resonance for t
sphere, i.e.,«8'22. Between these two values, the gradie
force is positive. In fact, the limiting values of the positiv
gradient force are always strictly in the interval@22,1# due
to damping. For example, the force vanishes atl5352 nm
with «521.9110.6i andl5317 nm with«50.6610.95i .
We notice that the change of sign happens steeply at
plasmon resonance since then the denominator of the
part of the polarizability becomes very weak@see Eq.~14!#,
hence the zero force is surrounded by the two maxima of
force ~one positive and the other negative!. At l5317 nm
the change of sign is smoother, as in that case, the den
nator is far from zero. The third case,l5259 nm, lies be-
tween those two previous cases as the damping of the
tive permittivity is important:«521.6511.12i . We have
also investigated the cases of gold and copper spheres, w
a plasmon easily takes place, but we found a change of
not possible forFz for these two materials as the damping
then too important: if«9.3/2, then Re(a0) is always posi-
tive whatever«8. However, if the particle is embedded in
liquid with a relative permittivity 2, then it is possible to ge
Re(a),0 for gold. Notice that ifu is close touc , theng
'0 and so we only have the third term of Eq.~13!, then the
force is always negative whatever the wavelength. In Fig
we see, as previously, that the force in theX direction has the
sign of kx and, as the absorbing force is the most predo
nant one, the curve has the same shape as the imaginary
of the polarizability~cf. Fig. 2!. In that case, the maximum o
the force Fx is at the plasmon resonance@see Eq.~15!#
namely, atl5354 nm.
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PRB 62 11 189ELECTROMAGNETIC FORCE ON A METALLIC . . .
Figure 6 shows the force in theZ direction versusz for
both s ~symbol1! andp polarization~without any symbol!
at three different wavelengths (l5265,340,317.5 nm) for
u550 °. The behavior is the same for both polarizatio
only appearing as a difference of magnitude, this is due
the component of the field perpendicular to the surface ip
polarization. All curves manifest that near the surface
force is attractive, this is due, as seen before, with a pro
gating wave, to the term ofD/z0

4 in Eqs.~10! and~13! which
is always negative, irrespective of the kind of wave abo
the surface. Atl5317.5 nm~dotted line!, we have Re(a)
50 which is why the force very quickly goes to zero whenz
grows. The two other cases correspond to Re(a).0 (l
5260 nm) and Re(a),0 (l5340 nm) and far from the
surface the force tends to zero. As the force is proportiona
uE0u2, we haveFz}e(22gz).

Notice, that when the sphere is close to the surface,
Casimir-Polder force31 may be not negligible. In fact, as th
light force depends on the intensity of the incident beam
practice, a comparison of the two forces must be done
each specific configuration under study. In the case o
small sphere, either dielectric or metallic, in front of a diele
tric plane surface, one can look at the discussion of Ref.

B. Large particles

It is difficult to obtain convergence of the CDM calcula
tions when the relative permittivity of the medium to b
discretized is large. This imposes a very fine sampling.
this section, we use the range 250-355 nm for the wa
length, the real part of the relative permittivity being sma
In that case, the difference between the force upon a sp
of radius a5100 nm, in free space, calculated from t
CDM and that obtained from the exact calculation33 is less
than 7% at the plasmon resonance, and outside this ran
is less than 4%. In this range of wavelengths, we have a g
convergence of the CDM, and in addition, this is the m
interesting case as Re(a) crosses three times the ax
Re(a)50 in this interval of wavelengths. We do not tak

FIG. 6. Force along theZ direction on a silver sphere witha
510 nm versus distancez in the dipole approximation. The angl
of incidence isu550 °. Without symbol:p polarization, with cross
~1!: s polarization. Plain line: l5340 nm, dashed line:l
5260 nm, and dotted line:l5317.5 nm.
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into account the Casimir-Polder force yet, but it can be co
puted in first approximation from Ref. 34.

In Fig. 7 we plot the force in theZ direction for an inci-
dent propagating wave (u50 °) versus the distance betwee
the sphere and the surface at three different wavelengthl
5255 nm, 300 nm, and 340 nm. The calculations are d
without any approximation. The curves have a similar ma
nitude and behavior at the three wavelengths. The for
present oscillations due to the multiple reflection of the
diative waves between the sphere and the surface, henc
period of these oscillations isl/2. The magnitude of these
oscillations depends on the reflectivity of the sphere, so
higher the Fresnel coefficient is, the longer these oscillati
are. As expected, they are less remarkable when the sp
goes far from the surface. We notice that the decay of
force when the metallic sphere gets close to the surface is
comparable to that on a dielectric sphere~see Ref. 17!. This
is due to strong absorbing and scattering forces on the
tallic sphere in comparison to the gradient force induced
the presence of the dielectric plane.

In Fig. 8 we plot foru550 ° the normalized force in theZ
direction, i.e.,Fz /uE0u2, E0 being the field atz0 in the ab-
sence of the sphere. We relate two important facts at
angle of incidence. First, the decay of the force when
sphere is near the surface is more important inp polarization.
Notice that with the CDM it is not possible to numerical
split the scattering, absorbing, and gradient forces. The
fore, when the sphere is large we shall argue on the se
dipoles forming it. Inp polarization, due to thez component
of the incident field, the dipoles also have a component p
pendicular to the surface, and this is larger than ins polar-
ization. Hence, in agreement with Fig. 6, due to thisz com-
ponent, the attraction of the sphere towards the surfac
larger forp polarization. Second, all forces are positive wh
the sphere is far from the surface except forl5300 nm inp
polarization. At this wavelength, for a small sphere, the fo
is negative for boths and p polarization, hence we can as
sume an effect due to the size of the sphere. Just to see
effect, we present in Fig. 9, the force in theZ direction ver-
sus the radiusa, on a sphere located atz05100 nm for an
angle of incidenceu550 ° but without taking into accoun

FIG. 7. Force along theZ direction on a silver sphere versu
distancez with u50 and a5100 nm for the following wave-
lengths: Plain line:l5255 nm, dashed line:l5300 nm, and dotted
line: l5340 nm. Dots correspond to computed points.
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11 190 PRB 62P. C. CHAUMET AND M. NIETO-VESPERINAS
the multiple interaction with the surface~i.e.,S50). We take
the previous wavelength of Fig. 8 (l5255 nm, 300 nm, and
340 nm! more the wavelength at the plasmon resonancel
5351.5 nm, where Re(a0)50. For small radius, we observ
the same behavior as in the previous section for an incid
evanescent wave. These curves show a dependence pr
tional to the cube of the radius as Re(a0)}a3. At the plas-
mon resonance, the force is slightly positive as there is
gradient force, but only weak absorbing and scatter
forces. But as shown by Fig. 9, when the radius grows,s
polarization atl5300 nm, the force sign changes and it b
comes positive around 82 nm asp polarization keep the sam
behavior. This confirms the fact that the positive force o
tained in Fig. 8 forl5300 nm is only a size effect. For th
casesl5255 nm, and 340 nm, the gradient force is posit
in the Z direction, like the scattering and absorbing forc
Hence, the force, is always positive whatever the rad
Nevertheless, forl5300 nm, there is a negative gradie
force, the two other forces being positive. As previou
said, it is not possible to know the relative contribution of t
different forces, but since the dipoles are mainly orien
along the direction of the incident electric field, namely, p
allel to the surface fors polarization, and in the plane o
incidence forp polarization, we can assume that due to t
field radiative part in the normal direction, which is larger
s polarization, the absorbing and scattering forces acting
each subunit in the sphere, become relevant when its ra
increases, thus counterbalancing the negative gradient fo
At the plasmon resonancel5351.5 nm, when the radiu
grows, the absorbing and scattering forces become larger
then as no gradient force exists, the force is lower than th
obtained atl5255 nm and 340 nm. In fact, the curve show
at l5340 nm is the one showing the largest force contrib
tion, due to the onset of the plasmon resonance, thusua0u
and Im(a0) are near their maximum, and Re(a0) is close to
its minimum. In this case, the gradient force is maximum a
positive.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a theoretical study of the opt
forces acting upon a metallic particle on a dielectric pla

FIG. 8. Force along theZ direction on a silver sphere witha
5100 nm versus distancez with u550 ° for the following wave-
lengths: Plain line:l5255 nm, dashed line:l5300 nm, and dotted
line: l5340 nm. symbol1: s-polarization and without symbol
p-polarization.
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surface either illuminated at normal incidence or under to
internal reflection. This paper is done both with the coup
dipole method and Maxwell’s stress tensor. We observe
when the incident wave is propagating, the difference
tween the force acting on a dielectric sphere and that o
metallic sphere stems from the absorbing force. Due to
contribution, the force upon a small silver sphere close to
dielectric surface can be positive in spite of the gradi
force. The opposite happens with a dielectric sphere.
main difference between the two cases~dielectric and metal-
lic! arises however on illumination under total internal r
flection. In that case, the effect on a small silver sphere
completely different to that observed on a dielectric sphe
Depending on the wavelength, the gradient force due to
incident field can be either repulsive or attractive. T
change of sign happens both at the plasmon resonance
when« becomes close to one. In the interval between th
two values the gradient force is positive. The explanation
very similar to that on the effect used to build an atom
mirror. At a wavelength where the gradient force on a sm
sphere is negative, we see that when the sphere radius gr
the force along theZ direction stays negative forp polariza-
tion, and it becomes positive fors polarization due to the size
effect. Nevertheless, at any arbitrary wavelength and angl
incidence, as the sphere approaches close to the surface
attraction of the surface on the sphere increases, repu
forces diminish and even can change sign, eventually bec
ing attractive at certain wavelengths. Attractive forces, on
other hand, increase their magnitude.
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FIG. 9. Force along theZ direction on a silver sphere located
z05100 nm, with u550 °, versus the radiusa for plain line: l
5255 nm, dashed line:l5300 nm, dotted line:l5340 nm, and
thick line: l5351.5 nm. Symbol1: s-polarization and without
symbol:p-polarization. The interaction between the sphere and
surface is not taken into account.
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